### course survey for computer science

**course:** | **lecturer:** | SS 2008
---|---|---

1. How would you rate the level of difficulty of this course?

   too low    …    too high

2. How was the workload of this course compared to similar courses?

   incorrect .. absolutely correct

3. Was the lecturer able to motivate students?

4. Were the course materials (e.g., lecture notes) useful?

5. Which instructor did you have for the tutorial?

   incorrect .. absolutely correct

6. Did you find the tutorials and consultation hours helpful?

7. How many hours a week does your curricular schedule have this term?
   (including lectures, tutorials, seminars, labs)

8. How many of those are due to computer science courses?

9. How many hours a week on average do you need to do the follow-up work for this lecture and its tutorial assignments?

10. Does this course (lecture + tutorial) have a schedule conflict with another course that you must take this term?
   (1=Yes  2=No)

   If yes, which courses are affected?

---

Please fill in the other side :)}
Please answer the following questions in your own words

11. Remarks on your tutorial group and instructor:

12. Remarks on the course contents:

13. Any further comments and suggestions (what did you like/dislike?, difficulties, problems):